Hazards of Lead
Eagles and condors eat carcasses and gut piles
When those remains contain lead bullet fragments, these birds eat lead and can die

Lead Poisoning and Wild Birds
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The Toxic Legacy of a Single Bullet
Lead-core rifle bullets are surrounded by a thin copper jacket that peels
back on impact. When the soft lead tip is exposed, it disintegrates, leaving
a trail of toxic lead fragments that spread a surprising distance from the
bullet’s path. Lead is left behind, even when bullets exit an animal.
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Hundreds of lead fragments scattered through a deer
neck after a bullet shattered on the spine. When eagles
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Get the lead out
Reducing lead ammo impacts on wildlife and humans
Lead poisoning is a serious problem for both wildlife and humans,
but is easily prevented. Historically, lead has reached us in a
number of ways—through gasoline, paint, a variety of
manufacturing processes, and in ammunition. As our awareness
of the dangers of lead grows, we seek out better alternatives.
Unfortunately, the toxic legacy of lead continues to harm wildlife.
Secondary Poisoning
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Lead Poisoning in Wildlife
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